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WORKSHEET
WHOLETREES CARE & MAINTENANCE

WholeTrees (WT) has the utmost pride in its products and takes great care in their design, fabrication, and 
installation.  As the new owner of a WT product, you are now required to care for and maintain these natural 
items in order to ensure their safety, longevity, and appearance and to fulfill the requirements of the associated 
warranty.

The following Inspection Worksheet outlines the general WT care and maintenance activities and when, at 
the minimum, they should be performed.  The age of the product (and its components) as well as extreme 
conditions can increase the frequency with which you should inspect your WT product.  Examples of extreme 
conditions include use beyone normal wear and tear, high temperatures or moisture levels, intense sunlight, and 
vandalism or other changes by those interacting with the product.  Understand your situation and adjust the 
minimum schedule accordingly.

As you perform these care and maintenance activities, please:

• Document your work using the Inspection Worksheet.  You may be asked to present this record as part 
of a warranty claim. See the WholeTrees Limited Warranty document for details.

• Disregard any activities that do not apply to your project. For example, do not refinish your product if it 
is unfinished.

• Reach out to WT if you have questions about any of the products or components used in your particular 
project.

• Notify WT immediately if you believe you have a safety issue with your WT product.
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WHOLETREES CARE & MAINTENANCE: WORKSHEET

Activity (circle one):          Monthly Inspection     OR     Maintenance

Activity Date:   ____/____/____

Person Performing (print name):  ______________________________

Round Timbers: Inspect for new cracks or splits in the round timbers. There is 
no concern for the products structural integrity unless you find vertical (along the 
grain) cracks extending beyond 60% of the wood diameter or horizontal (cross-
grain) cracks.  Contact WholeTrees if you find these.  Otherwise, monitor cracks 
over time and fill with exterior grade timber chink or caulk if desired for aesthetic 
reasons.

PASS    /   FAIL

Round Timbers: Inspect for insect damage (indicated by excessive bore holes).  
Treat with one to two layers of Tim-bor Professional borate treatment, following 
the manufacturer’s instructions.  (Allow at least two weeks’ between this treatment 
and any finishing.)  Monitor the area for additional insect damage.

PASS    /   FAIL

Monthly Inspection Activities Circle One

Round Timbers: Inspect for diseases and/or rot (indicated by softness and 
discoloration).  Treat with one to two layers of Tim-Bor Professional borate 
treatment, following manufacturer’s instructions.  (Allow at least two weeks’ 
between this treatment and any finishing.)  Monitor the area for additional 
deterioration.

PASS    /   FAIL

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:
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Connections:  Inspect connections between round timbers and other components 
(e.g., eye bolts, netting, chains) to ensure that they are secure, not worn, freely 
moving, etc.  Replace missing or damaged connectors.

PASS    /   FAIL

Finish:  Inspect surfaces for any rough spots that might catch skin or clothing.  Sand 
and re-finish these rough areas. PASS    /   FAIL

Monthly Inspection Activities Circle One

Connections: Inspect base connection area for adequate drainage.  Remove any 
materials (such as soil, mulch, leaves) that were not there at the time of installation.  
Adjust landscaping slope or adjust surrounding substrate to a more well-draining 
material if condition continues.

PASS    /   FAIL

Connections:  Inspect round timber connections – both between timbers and 
between timbers and top/bottom surfaces.  Look for new movement when lightly 
‘shaking’ the product, missing or damaged connectors, and loose nuts.  Replace 
missing or damaged connectors and/or tighten nuts with a crescent wrench.

PASS    /   FAIL

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:
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Round Timbers:  Treat with one to two layers of Tim-bor borate treatment, 
following manufacturer’s instructions.  Allow at least two weeks’ between this 
treatment and any finishing.

EVERY 3 YRS (MORE OFTEN IF THERE IS A 

PEST OR DISEASE ISSUE)

Maintenance Activities Frequency

Finish:  Clean timbers with water and a stiff brush or a power washer.  Refinish 
following manufacturer’s instructions.

EVERY 3 YRS (MORE OFTEN IF CONDITIONS 

ARE HARSH OR DESIRED AESTHETICALLY)

Finish:  Inspect surfaces for any surface mold (indicated by a raised ‘bloom’).  Use 
water and a small amount of a mold treatment product (e.g., Clorox Green Works 
or Zinsser Mold Killer) and a stiff brush or pressure washer to scrub the area.  If 
condition continues, treat with one to two layers of Tim-bor borate treatment, 
following manufacturer’s instructions.  Allow at least two weeks’ between this 
treatment and any finishing.

PASS    /   FAIL

Other:  Inspect all non-round timber components (e.g., swings, netting, shade cloth, 
monkey bars) to ensure that they are complete and undamaged.  Return to original 
condition.

PASS    /   FAIL

Other:  Inspect all components for vandalism, user modifications, or weather-
releated damage.  Return to original condition. PASS    /   FAIL

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:

Monthly Inspection Activities Circle One
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Black Locust & Heritage

Black locust as a species
Black locust, (Robinia pseudoacacia), is a deciduous tree native to the southwestern United States that has been 
planted elsewhere in the US and in other countries with similar climates. It is generally considered a weed tree 
and even categorized as an invasive species in some areas, based on its growing habits and ability to displace 
natives. There are no large-scale commercial applications for black locust, but because of its superior hardness, 
rot resistance, and ability to regenerate quickly, it is commonly used by landowners for fence posts and firewood. 
Those characteristics, along with its rich yellow color and often gnarled branching, also make black locust a prized 
wood for flooring, decking, outdoor furniture, garden structures, and other exterior applications.

Black locust and WholeTrees®
WholeTrees uses black locust in both structural and decorative applications for many reasons, including:

- Use of an invasive species as part of its commitment to 
sustainability
- Superior rot resistance, especially valuable in outdoor 
applications
- Incredible strength properties
- Aesthetic sculptural qualities of branches
- Accessibility in the company’s home state of Wisconsin

WholeTrees has been using black locust for over 20 years 
and typically applies the same standard treatment methods 
to it as those for other species. This includes hand-peeling 
the outer bark, kiln-drying the wood to eliminate pests and 
reduce checking, and applying a natural borate product 
(Tim-bor) to help control pests, fungus, and mold. Once all 
members are pre-fabricated for their intended use, they are 
sanded and finished. WholeTrees has experience with all of 
the finishes listed below on black locust projects. Please 
see the associated pictures for examples and contact 
WholeTrees for more information and help in selecting.

Figure 1. Black locust with Hempshield applied, two 
months after initial application.

Regardless of finish selection, WholeTrees recommends following manufacturer’s instructions for maintenance.
This means cleaning the structure and re-applying the finish every 1-5 years depending on site conditions.

- No finish: the wood will grey over time and is naturally extremely rot and disease resistant
- Heritage (WholeTrees’ standard finish for all species): green – tung and linseed oil-based, penetrating,
added UV & mildew protections, easy re-application (Figure 4)
- Hempshield Log Home: green – hemp oil-based; penetrating; added UV resistance, mildewcide,
fungicide, and algicide; easy re-application (Figure 1)
- Rymar Premium – natural & synthetic oil-based, penetrating & surface level (may chip away), added
UV resistance, should lightly sand to re-apply (Figure 2)
- Robi Oil – green – terpene & tung oil-based, penetrating, specially formulated for black locust, easy re-
application (Figure 3)
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Black locust appearance over time
Black locust in this relatively natural state presents as a fairly light ‘blond’ color. The wood is also known to develop 
black specks or streaks when in contact with moisture in the air, and sometimes develops black ‘blooms’ in extremely 
moist, shady locations. These surface-level effects do not impact the integrity of the wood, but may be considered 
visually unappealing. Through discussions with black locust experts, this is thought to be the result of the natural 
disease-resistant components of the wood (flavonoids) interacting with the finish in humid conditions. To treat, use 
water and a small amount of mold treatment product such as Clorox Green Works, Microban Disinfectant, or Zinsser 
Mold Killer along with a stiff brush or pressure washer to scrub the area. Finish can then be re-applied once the wood 
dries, if desired. Please contact WholeTrees for help diagnosing any concerns that you have.

Figure 2. Black locust with Rymar finish plus color tint, 
approximately two years after initial application.

Figure 3. Black locust tree slices with Robi Oil finish at 
initial application.

Figure 4. Black locust with Heritage finish, approximately 
one month after initial application.
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White Oak as a species
White oak, (Quercus alba), is a long-lived hardwood native to eastern and central North America. White oak is fairly 
tolerant of a variety of habitats, and may be found on ridges, in valleys, and in between, in dry and moist habitats, 
and in moderately acid and alkaline soils. It has moderately high shrinkage values when milled, resulting in mediocre 
dimensional stability in flatsawn boards making it an ideal candidate for round timber applications. It is valued for its 
density, strength, resiliency and relatively low chance of splintering if broken by impact, relative to the substantially 
cheaper red oak. White oak has tyloses that give the wood a closed cellular structure, making it water- and rot-
resistant. Its rot resistance and durability have made it a tree historically utilized for boat building and barrels.

White Oak and WholeTrees®
WholeTrees uses white oak in both structural and decorative applications for many reasons, including: 

- Superior rot-resistance, especially valuable in outdoor 
applications
- Aesthetic sculptural qualities 
- Notable strength of branches
- Accessibility in the company’s home state of Wisconsin

WholeTrees has been using white oak for over 20 years and 
typically applies the same standard treatment methods to 
it as those for other species. This includes hand-peeling 
the outer bark, kiln-drying the wood to eliminate pests and 
reduce checking, and applying a diluted borate treatment 
to protect against fungus and mold. Once all members 
are pre-fabricated for their intended use, they are sanded 
and finished. WholeTrees has experience with all of the 
finishes listed below.  Please contact WholeTrees for more 
information and help in selecting.

- No finish: the wood will grey over time and is naturally extremely rot and disease resistant
- Heritage (WholeTrees’ standard finish for all species): tung and linseed oil-based, penetrating,
added UV & mildew protection, easy re-application 
- Hempshield Log Home: hemp oil-based, penetrating, added UV and mildew protection, fungicide, and algaecide, easy 
re-application 
- Rymar Premium: natural & synthetic oil-based, penetrating & surface level (may chip away), added
UV resistance, requires light sanding to re-apply
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WHOLETREES STRUCTURES LIMITED WARRANTY 

Whole Trees LLC, “WholeTrees” warrants that its round timber products will be free from material and 
workmanship defects for (3) years from delivery for exterior applications. Any claim under this Limited 
Warranty is subject to the accompanying WholeTrees Material Intake, Handling, and Installation 
Instructions and the WholeTrees Care and Maintenance Instructions. 

Limitation of Remedy 

For the duration of this Limited Warranty, Buyer’s remedy is limited to: 

• Repair or replacement of defective or non-conforming round timber and steel connections.

• Repair or replacement of defective or non-conforming round timber that contact the
foundation or are buried below grade that fail due to fungal decay or rot.

In the event of a defect or nonconformity, Buyer must provide prompt written notice and protect 
and retain the Product for a reasonable amount of time to allow WholeTrees time to investigate and 
determine the appropriate remedy. 

Exclusions 

This Limited Warranty does not cover and WholeTrees is not liable for defects or damage resulting 
from: 

(1) Misuse or improper installation or application, including without limitation: failure to properly field
fabricate, failure to use appropriate fasteners, change in use from Product’s original use as
described in a contract, purchase order or other writing, or subjecting Products to constant
contact with standing water;

(2) Changes due to natural “weathering,” such as color/hue variances and changes, twisting, splitting,
warping, shrinking, and/or swelling;

(3) Checking or cracking that penetrate less than 60% of the timber diameter;
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(4) Changes in appearance from stains, mold, mildew, chemicals, fertilizers, mechanical abuse, variant 
levels of UV radiation, moisture, or other environmental factors unique to the Product’s use or 
geographical location, including fading of original color or differences between the shades of 
individual pieces; 

(5) The adherence and appearance of any natural bark retained on Products; 

(6) Defective or non-conforming elements provided by or installed direct from a third party; 

(7) Damage caused by the negligent or intentional acts of third parties; 

(8) Damage caused by disasters such as fire, flood, lightning wind, or other acts of God. 

 

 

THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER WARRANTY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. THE REMEDY ABOVE IS 
BUYER’S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE QUALITY OR 
CONDITION OF PRODUCTS, AND WHOLETREES SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT WILL WHOLETREES BE 
LIABLE BASED ON ANY THEORY, WHETHER CONTRACT, TORT, PRODUCT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, 
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY SORT INCLUDING WITHOUT 
LIMITATION LOST PROFITS, DOWN TIME, LOSS OF USE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LABOR COSTS, 
INVESTIGATION COSTS, OR DAMAGE TO PERSONS, REAL, OR PERSONAL PROPERTY. 

 
 
 

 
  ______________________________                                                                                                                                                                     
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